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usually have clean wounds and come to hospital early for
attention.

5. Local spraying of PBN powder into the wounds has
reduced the incidence of serious infection to less than 2 %.

6. Bacteriological examination of septic wounds did not
always reveal the presence of organisms. Whether this
was due to technical difficulties in our laboratories is now
being further investigated.
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AGE INCIDENCE OF OTIFICATIONS OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS IN JOHANNESBURG
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TABLE rv. AVERAGE AGE OF THOSE NOTIFIED AMONG THE BM'TU IN
VARIOUS AGE GROUPS

1944
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1960
1961

A. H. SMITH, M.B., CH.B., D.P.H., D.T.M. & H., Assistant Medical Officer of Health, Johannesburg

In a recent paper' on iliis subject Shee drew attention to a Here we see iliat the average age of ,the males was 33
statistica>lly ~gnificant rise in the age incidence of newly years a!Ild that of the females was 19 years. Of the males, 65%
diagnosed cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in European males were over 30 years of age, whiJe of the females only 25%
and females ,in Bulawayo, during the period January 1959-
April 1960.

The average age of 55 European patients during the lpeniod
1953 - 1958 was 42 years and the average age of 20 patients
diagnosed in 1959 and the first 4 months of 1960 was 59 years. Year

The question of a similar trend or sudden ohange in -other
parts of Africa was raised. In JohannesbUIlg this sudden in
crease in lllge incidence Ihas not -been experienced, but a review
of lihe ages of -newly notified patients at various periods reveals
muoh of interest to those associated ,vilih the control of
pulmonary tuberculosis.

Tables I and 11 show the essential data for Europeans.
It <is sign.jficant Ito note ,iliat while the average age of the

males was 41 years tha.t of tlhe females was ocly 29 years, and

TABLE 1. DATA CONCER1'.'ING NOTIFICATIONS AMONG EUROPEANS IN JOHANNESBURG ..
Year Conseclltive Average age 30 years and over % 30 years and 65 years and %65 years and

notifications over over over

M F M F M F M F M F M F
(no.) (no.) (yrs.) (yrs.) (no.) (no.) % % (no.) (no.) % %

1944 150 100 39 30 107 47 71 47 21 6 14 6
1950 146 100 41 28 102 44 69 44 17 2 12 2
1960 150 100 41 27 102 47 68 47 29 11 19 11
1961 131 71 42 29 90 35 68 49 28 7 21 10

Average age of
those 65 years

and over

were over this age. Only 3'8% .of the males and 0·5% of the
females wel'e over ,the age of 65 years.

DISCUSSION

While ·the ,average ages, 'tlhe percentage over 30 YelllfS, and the
percentlllge over 65 years, were signi;fioamly higher in -both
European and Bantu males than females, it is interesting -to
note that the difference in aiVerage ages between European
males and females was -approximately the same as the dif
ference ,between ,the average .ages of Bantu males and females.
Yet tlhe percentage of BaJI1tu males over 30 years was far
greater It!ha.n lihe female percentage, ,and t<his difference was
more marked lihan in -Lite Europeans, i.e. 65% as to 25%
~n the Bantu, and 69% 'as to 47% ,in the EUTOpean.

Johannesburg has a comprehensive tuberculosis-cDntrol
organization. The f.acilities availlllble are more or less equal
f.or all races; in the case of the Bantu mlll1e population they
may even lbe better, since in ·this group all work-seekers in
the city aTe X-rayed as a routine; lihis in all probability ex-

TABLE ill. DATA CONCERNING NOTIFICATIONS AMONG BANTU IN JOHAN!'.'ESBURG

Consecutive Average age 30 years and over %30 years and 65 years alld over % 65 years and
notifications over over

M F M F M F
(yrs.) (yrs.) (yrs.) (yrs.) (yrs.) (yrs.)

49 45 14 16 71 71
50 41 21 18 70 77
55 51 11 7 72 72
55 49 13 10 75 73

Year

Year

that this difference remained consistent over the years. During
all periods 69% of the males notified were over 30 years of
age while only 47% of nhe females wel'e over 30 years.
Approximately 17% of the males notified were 65 years or
over, compared wi,th 7% of tlhe ,females notified.

Tables ill and IV show ,lihe essentilll1 data for the Bantu.

TABLE IT. AVERAGE AGE OF THOSE NOTIFJED AMONG THE EUROPEANS
IN VARIOUS AGE GROUPS

Average age of Average age of
those 30 years those under 30

and over years

1944
1950
1960
1961

M F M F M F M F M F M F
(no.) (no.) (yrs.) (yrs.) (no.) (no.) % % (no.) (no.) 0)' %,0

1944 150 150 34 23 106 49 71 33 2 2 1·3 1· 3
1950 150 150 31 20 88 36 59 24 3 1 2·0 0·7
]960 150 150 34 ]6 ]00 32 67 21 7 0 4·7 0·0
196] ]50 150 33 16 92 35 61 23 ]] 0 7·0 0·0
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plains the lower 'lIiverage age of notification of the Bantu male
and the great difference in the perceIltage over 30 years com
pared with tbe female, who is not X-rayed in ,this way.

There is evidence ,that 'the av·erage age at notification is
moving slowly upwards ,in (the European male and downwards
in 1!he Bantu female, while the European female and Bantu
male remain much the same. 0 explanation is offered for
this apparently anomalous trend.

The percentage of European males and females and Bantu
males over 65 years appears to be increasing, but by no means
as dramatically as has been descr.ibed in Bulawayo. The
figure for Bantu females is falling so muoh, however, iliat
in the last 3 groups reviewed there was only one Bantu female
aged 65 years out of 450 notifications.

SUMMARY

I. The average age at time of notification of European
patients with pulmonary tuberculo is in Bulawayo ha in
crea ed from 42 years to 59 years over a hort period.

2. The average ages at time of notification in 10hanne burg
are reviewed and bow that ,the Eiuropean male age ha ri en
from 39 years in 1944 to 42 yea in 1961; the European
female age ha remaiilled at 29 year; the Bantu male age has
remained at 33 year; and nhe Banru female age ha fallen
from 23 years to 16 years.

I thank Dr. J. W. $cott Millar. Medical Officer of Health of Johanne 
burg, for permission to publish.
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NATIONAL CANCER ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA: PRESIDE T'S ADDRESS *
LEWIS S. ROBERTSO , M.B., CH.B., D.P.H.

It is my privilege to report on a year during which the
National Cancer Association of South Africa has achieved
much more than in any previous 12-month period. Over the
past few years the Association has rendered many practical
services and has been in such close touch with the public
that it has become part of th~ South African way of life. It
is not necessary for me to elaborate on the already well-known
objects of the Association, viz. cancer research, dissemination
of information to the medical and allied professions, education
of the public, and assistance rendered to cancer patients.

Cancer must be regarded as a public health problem and
therefore a threat to the national welfare; it is a community
problem wherever it strikes. It is a truly catastrophic disease
from the standpoint of its shattering impact upon the health of
the victim, the morale of the patient and his family, and the
financial resources of those in average circumstances.

Although cancer has not yet yielded its final secret to the
scientist, research has produced much information that is
useful in dealing with the disease, particularly in certain of
its forms. Such information is placed at the disposal of the
medical profession without delay.

Public education activities are designed to alert the public
to the threat of cancer and motivate individuals to seek
medical advice upon the appearance of signs or symptoms
which should be investigated.

The control of cancer depends for its success on an alert
and well-educated professional group, a cooperative and
informed public, and the availability -of adequate diagnostic
and therapeutic services.

The Association has appointed three representatives to attend
the Eighth International Cancer Congress due to be held in
Moscow on 22 - 28 July 1962. This distinguished assembly of
physicians and scientists from many nations of the world will

. be devoted to the conquest of cancer as one of the most
formidable disease problems of our time.

It is appropriate to review in brief the progress made by the
National Cancer Association during 1961, reflected more fulJy
in the Annual Report.

Firstly, it is evident from the Report that public opinion in
South Africa has been successfully educated to undergo a
complete c.hange of heart in its approach to the cancer pro
blem. Ignorance and fear have made way for knowledge
coupled· with a sober and healthy approach to the problem.
Where cancer formerly was a word to be whispered with awe,
it has become a topic freely discussed. No longer do unfor
tunate cancer sufferers have to bear the added burden of the
wholly unjustified stigma that this is a disease of which they
should be ashamed. Cancer has become 'ordinary'; in other
words, the psychological approach to it has become reason
able.
Professional Activities

So far as the professional activities of the Association are
concerned, the tumour reference panel has continued to ren
der a fine service in examining and diagnosing difficult or
doubtful tumours; lectures and symposia, organized in such a

• Address delivered at the Annual General Meeting of the ational
Cancer Association of South Africa on 25 June t962.

manner that many facets of the diagnosi and treatment of
cancer have been brought to general practitioner by highly
qualified specialists, have increased in popularity; and the
Sollth African Cancer Bulletin, professional films and the
medical library service have continued to be welcomed by the
medical profession and medical students. The Cancer Prize
of the National Cancer Association has contributed towards
interesting medical students in the problem of cancer. even
travel grants, awarded to doctors to obtain further knowledge
and experience overseas, have assisted towards enhancing the
already high level of professional medical services available
in the Republic.

Public Education
Progress in the field of public education ha been mo t

gratifying. Direct and personal con·tact by means of lectures
and film shows was established with 74,799 South African 
a contact further expanded by the attendance of 366,115
additional citizens, at various showgrounds and eXhibition,
who personally visited the Association's exhibits. In addition
there was the less personal contact in the form of letters and
pamphlets distributed by post, as well as numerous newspaper
and magazine articles and radio talks. Little wonder, therefore,
that South Africans are becoming one of the mo t enlightened
and knowledgeable peoples of the world in their approach to
this very great problem.
Cance; Quackery

Each year reference is made to the problem of cancer
quackery. So far as the establishment of ound public know
ledge of this matter is concerned, it is probably true to say
that the Association has made phenomenal advances in this
field. Why then does this problem still remain serious?

I believe the explanation lies in psychological factors rather
than in lack of knowledge. An aspect that must be faced
is th.at many relatives feel they must do everything possible
even to the extent of consulting quacks - to save the life of
a dear one. But it is a tragedy that such a noble trait is
unfortunately exploited by the cancer quack.

The Cancer Association feels the time has arrived for public
opinion to rouse the authorities out of their complacency and
apathy. Public opinion to-day is very different from public
opinion ten years ago. I throw out this challenge to the mas
publicity media of press and radio in South Africa: harness
the vast opinion-forming resources at your disposal in an
effort to bring to the notice of the authorities that the majority
of the public no longer wish the cancer quack to be protected.

The Cancer Association will be prepared to brief any mem
ber of Parliament who would be prepared to take up this
matter in Parliament, to obtain as far as po ible available
medical, scientific and psychological material inside and out
side of the Cancer Association, and to prepare a factual
memorandum on the problem of cancer quackery. It will be
prepared to draft an anti-quack Bill which, if it were to
become law, would place this country in a position of world
leadership in this field. Such a project, however, would be
costly and time-con uming, and the A ociation would he
hesitant to embark upon it unle it had a rea onable a urance




